
ECO448 Guideline for 1st Presentation on Climate Change 

Objective of this presentation is to research the existing Climate Change Polices around the world and 
obtain up-to-date knowledge of the policies. In your research, you will select one topic, and one 
country. 

You may work with a group of 2, or individually. 

Step 1: Topic Selection. 

Choice 1: Your own choice. Try to select a specific topic/policy. You may refer to each country’s INDC 
(link available on course web page), however, you will find most of them very abstract, without any 
specific policies. I would like you to “dig in” one of the topic. 

Choice 2: You may also select from the topics below. 

 A country’s adaptation policy in Agriculture sector (or other specific sector). (Include 
water management, crop selection…) 

 A country’s policy on resilience (towards sea-level rise, extreme weather, health…) 
 A country’s GHG mitigation policy in a specific sector. (automobile, electric generation, 

household energy efficiency, life-style changes…) 

Step 2: Research 

I want you to answer the following questions while researching your topic. 

Q1: What are the impacts/damages of Climate Change the country has had/has been having? 

Q2: What kind impacts/damages are expected to be experienced in the country in near or distant 
future? 

Q3: What are the specific policies currently conducted/adopted or expected to be adopted on your 
topic? 

Q4: What kind of problems are they having in terms of the implementation of the policies? 

Q5: Criticize the policy.  

Q5: In your opinion, what should be done? How can you recommend the country to improve the 
policy? Be creative. 

 

Step 3: Prepare your presentation. 

 Our presentation will be on 6th April 2020, starting at 13:00. If we can use Zoom, we will do the 
live conference. Please install Zoom to your computer and check the features. 

 I will inform you the test-run once the system is set up. 
 Since we have 14 students registered to this class, each group will have 8-10 minutes. 


